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What everyone reads in the newspapers
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The Google vehicle

� Google has developped an automatically driving vehicle

� Smart-like vehicle with two seats

� Drives autonomously, no driver action necessary



How it works – google vehicle
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Google said it bears "some responsibility" after the car struck the 

municipal bus in Mountain View on February 14, 2016. (The mirror)

� That means that the Google vehicle caused a crash.

� The car is resposible e.g. its manufacturer

� What about the driver and his responsability?



How it works - Tesla
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Crashed in trailer, driver did not react (relied on automated driving) and

died

� The vehicle was not able to detect the trailer.

� Who is responsible?

� Instruction of the driver?

� Possibility for the driver to stop the vehicle or take over the steer?



Some statistics

� 1 Fatality after 210 Million km:

� See: http://www.focus.de/auto/elektroauto/todesfall-im-selbstfahrenden-auto-us-

verkehrsaufsicht-prueft-teslas-autopilot_id_5687341.html

�

� Yields approx. 5 10-9 fatalities / km = 1 / (2.1 108 km)

�

� In 2013, in Germany private cars travelled 494 080 Mlln. kilometers

� (http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/484040/umfrage/fahrleistung-pkw-in-

privaten-haushalten-in-deutschland/)

�

� That gives

� 5 10-9 fatalities / km *5 1011 km = 2500 additional fatalities per year if everyone would

use the Tesla S model?

� Note: a driver would have noticed the trailer

� Note: accidents that would have been prevented are not counted here.
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The status – more serious

� Automated metros and people movers in many cities

� Automated driving vehicles: 

- All talk abut Google car, Tesla  (driver on board, two crashes one fatal), there are

many others, people do not talk so much about

- Automated parking (even by mobile phone, driver outside)

- Independent driving studies (driver on board),

� Automated Guided vehicle (on closed areas), transport systems in workshops etc.
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Grades of automation (UITP) – steel wheels

� There is no black / white manual / automated driving

� Automatisation is a stepwise process.

� The UITP names 5 levels for metros:

� GoA 0 is on-sight train operation, similar to a tram running in street traffic.(No 

automation at all)

� GoA 1 is manual train operation where a train driver controls starting and stopping, 

operation of doors and handling of emergencies or sudden diversions.

� GoA 2 is semi-automatic train operation (STO) where starting and stopping is 

automated, but a driver operates the doors, drives the train if needed and handles 

emergencies. Many ATO systems are GoA 2.

� GoA 3 is driverless train operation (DTO) where starting and stopping are automated 

but a train attendant operates the doors and drives the train in case of emergencies.

� GoA 4 is unattended train operation (UTO) where starting and stopping, operation of 

doors and handling of emergencies are fully automated without any on-train staff.
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� On the New York City Subway, the BMT Canarsie Line

� On the London Underground, the Central, Northern, Jubilee, and Victoria lines run with 

ATO.

� On the Nuremberg U-Bahn, existing U2 and new U3 lines converted to ATO

� On the Barcelona Metro, the L9 (as the Europe's longest driverless line), L10 and L11 

runs with ATO.

� The Rio Tinto Group has iron ore railway driverless go-ahead.

� The Tren Urbano, has an Siemens ATC system that allows for fully automatic 

operation.

� The Vancouver SkyTrain.

� Frankfurt Airport Skyline

� Copenhagen Metro

� On the Milan Metro, the M1 Red Line runs with ATO.

� On the Mass Rapid Transit (Singapore), all lines operating currently run with ATO since 

1987
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Examples



SAE levels of automation

� Rubber wheels – there are also levels, but different ones.

� SAE Level 

� 0 No automation

� 1 Driver assistance

� 2 Partial automation

� 3 Conditional automation

� 4 High automation

� 5 Full automation
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Driver monitors driving equipment

Automated driving system monitors

driving equipment
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Safety principles – where it works

� Principle of separation: The automated trains are separated from all other traffic, 

running in the tunnel, fences, using platform screen doors to separate them from

passengers.

� The automated train protection system is used to prevent collison and derailment. This 

allows also manually operated trains to use the same network. 

� Safety requirement: SIL 4 for the ATP

� Manual fallback modes

� Partially stewarts present to assist (also in case of evacuation)
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Automated metros



Principles, where it works

� Principle: assisted driving, the assistent helps in simple situations, the driver

has always full responsibility

- Distance assistant, platooning

- Lane assistant

- Highway pilot for trucks

� These are all assistents, i.e. the driver has full responsibility and must be able

to overrule the assistents.

� New approval law in Germany: automated driving (this is not assisted driving) 

is allowed, driver must be able to overrule.
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Trucks and passenger vehicles



Safety approval

� Metros – automated systems accoding to EN 50126/8/9 + local laws

� Road vehicles via European approval based on ECE rules (Germany KBA, Netherlands

RDW), Level 4 and higher not possible, driver must always be present and take over

� AGV – not a road vehicle, not a train, just an automated machine (Machine directive, 

IEC 61508)
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Legal aspect on roads

� Convention on Road Traffic, 8.11.1968, European Additional Treaty from 1.5.1071 and 

Protocol 1.3.1973.

� art. 8,1: “Every moving vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a driver”, 

� art. 8, 3: „ Every driver shall possess the necessary physical and mental ability and be 

in a fit physical and mental condition to drive.“, 

� art. 8, 5. “Every driver shall at all times be able to control his vehicle or to guide his 

animals.”

� Currently, these principles are implemented in the law of the countries
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� „…driver must always be able to overrule the system“

1. Technical possibility: brake, accelerator pedal, steering wheel must have a priority

over automatic systems. Must be implied in safe controllers (ASIL C or ASIL D)

2. Driver must be present and vigilant, i.e. no sleeping, no messaging on the

smartphone, no games including Pokémon GO etc.

3. Driver must have the necessary time to react. On a failure or unwanted reaction:

- Braking: braking must be with a smaller acceleration than the driver could

apply, the difference in accelerations (vehicle, driver) must still allow for a 

reaction time of the driver (braking curves)

- Steering: the distance from dangerous objects (other vehicles, border of the

lane etc.) must be large enough to allow for drivers reaction, together with a 

limit of the steering angle. Might lead to a speed restriction

- Perhaps the driver needs special training
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Automated driving



Example: reaction time for braking
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� Driver must have necessary reaction time.

� Depends on:

- Distance to shoulder or adjacent lane

- Speed

- Reaction time of system
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Steering



Application of safety principles

� Classical safety systems: fail-safe, there must be a safe stopping state

� Classical assistent systems: fail silent, the system detects a dangerous error and

passes over to the driver who is permanently in control

� Automated driving: fail silent, failure must be detected, driver must take over (and must 

have the time for it -> question of warning time and reaction time)

� Fully automated driving: safe life, the system must maintain its safe function with high 

probability
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The possible future for rubber wheels

� Safe guidance (lane keeping), e.g. using differential GPS (good update service of

maps, each work on the road, each temporarily blocked road e.g. for a party etc.)

� Stopping before traffic lights (driver needs to watch out for violators, e.g. cyclists)

� Speed limit enforcement

� Simple traffic situations as on a motorway, without overtaking, just following the lane

� Vehicles on separate areas and separate road networks.

� Requirement: safe life systems up to ASIL D / SIL 4
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What is possible?



� Standards for functional safety define levels of safety integrity.

� IEC 61508 and EN 50129: SIL 1 up to SIL 4

� ISO 26262 ASIL A up to D (automotive SIL)

� SIL / ASIL require:

- Maximum tolerable rate of dangerous failure which cannot be exceeded

- Measures against systematic failures (verification, traceability of requirement, 

specific techniques)
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ASIL / SIL



Where are the problems

� Distinguishing objects

- People or animals from static objects (e.g. children from trash bins )

- Vehicles on high wheels from bridges

� Guessing intentions of persons or animals (seeing a child on the sidwalk with a ball and

his friend on the other side of the road….)

� Everything that requires intelligence…..

� Use artificial intelligence

� Must still be developped and needs time
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Assume we would have – artificial intelligence

� Something like SIL 4 / ASIL D would be required for the intelligence

� Imagine the complexity of algorithms and the size of the software

� Imagine the requirements of the relevant safety standards as traceability (down to the

class), testing, writing a safety case takign into account all possible environmental 

situations…or

� Use a proven in use argument?

� 3 108 hours in service, i.e. 600 hours driving per year…are 500 000 vehicles with

drivers in a mode where the driver can override the system

� Repeat this for each software change?
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The safety requirement



� Different controllers / safe computers up to ASIL D / SIL 4 are available

� Sometimes even „intelligent sensors“ with a SIL available

� Use of different, diverse sensors (no SIL), which are cross-validated by the safe

computer

� Examples of sensors: camara, laser, radar, infrared, ultrasonic etc.

� Actors: multiple, diverse actors; safety relais as electric actors, use of proven

mechanical systems
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Existing equipment



Reasonable next steps

� Put two fences at the side of a road and let a vehicle run on it automatically, steering, 

braking, driving with ASIL D.

� Let the vehicles drive with very short distances.

� At certain places allow entry and exit – the driver takes over.

� The necessary intelligence (maps, position., speed limits, communication with other

automated vehicles) could be put into the vehicle, not on the road.

� Infrastructure is cheap: the road and fences (in place of a railway track)

� Compare it with the railway: More flexible, no large infrastructure investment (no

signals, no switches, no ballast and sleepers ….)

� Your guess about the future?
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Conclusions

� Just some observations what is written in the internet and other sources

� Just some simple thoughts about techncial principles

� Just some straightforward guesses and conclusions

� But:

� Those who like driving themselves will go on with it.
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